Endoscopic management of gastric wall bleeding and stent blood clot occlusion after endoscopic ultrasound-guided hepaticogastrostomy

Hepaticogastrostomy is an alternative to biliary drainage after endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) failure [1, 2]. However, this technique is associated with higher morbidity, including stent migration [3] and bleeding [4]. Bleeds are mostly due to pseudoaneurysm of the hepatic arteries [5].

We report the case of a 58-year-old man with colon cancer liver metastasis that was compressing the hepatic hilum. Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS)-guided hepaticogastrostomy had been performed after three ERCP failures. After puncture and guidewire placement, a 7.5-Fr cystotome had been used before delivery of a dedicated partially covered metallic stent (Hanarostent; Life Partners Europe, Paris, France). At the end of the procedure good biliary drainage had been obtained without any bleeding (Fig. 1).

Unfortunately, 7 days later the patient experienced melena and jaundice, and adherent clots were seen in the stent at gastroscopy. We diagnosed active venous bleeding from the gastric wall at the upper edge of the stent (Fig. 2). First, we injected 4mL of diluted epinephrine and achieved hemostasis using hot biopsy forceps coagulation. To prevent a recurrence of bleeding, two clips (Instinct; Cook Medical, Bloomington, Indiana, USA) were placed on the coagulated area. Then, we attempted to catheterize the stent to remove clots with a sphincterotome (Fig. 3), but this caused stent migration in the stomach. We used a duodenoscope to catheterize the hepaticogastric fistula and successfully placed the guidewire in the biliary tract. After opacification to confirm the position, a new partially covered stent was placed without bleeding or bile leakage. The patient’s cholestasis rapidly decreased, and he has had no recurrence of bleeding or jaundice since then (2 months, at the time of writing).

Post-hepaticogastrostomy bleeding can also originate in the gastric wall and may induce stent dysfunction by clot obstruction. Endoscopic management appears to be possible with hot forceps hemostasis and stent exchange. The new stent enabled hemostasis by compression and restored effective biliary drainage.
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Fig. 3 Restored hepaticogastrostomy after stent migration. a Obstruction of the stent by blood clot. b Catheterization of the stent through the blood clot. c New catheterization after accidental stent migration. d CT appearance of the second partially covered stent.
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Video 1
Hepaticogastrostomy in a patient with liver metastasis from colon cancer; 7 days later, endoscopic management of gastric wall bleeding with stent exchange.